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Emission properties of s-triazine vapor have been examined for excitation into various vibronic levels of
$1. The emission involves broad fluorescence besides the sharp fluorescence emitted from the initially
prepared vibronic level (IPL). At low p.ressures, the IPL fluorescence exhibits a biexponential decay
composed of fast and slowly decaying portions, and the broad fluorescence also consists of fast and slow
components with lifetimes comparable to those of the IPL fluorescence. The broad fluorescence exhibits
another slow component, which is characterized by a less tendency to undergo collisional quenching. The
emitting levels of the broad fluorescence are regarded as reached directly from the IPL and indirectly via
triplet state. The quantum yield ofthe slow component of the IPL fluorescence remarkably depends on the
rotational level excited, whereas the quantum yield of the broad fluorescence is nearly independent of the
rotational level excited. These results suggest that K scrambling occurs not only in the intersystem crossing
between singlet and triplet levels but also in the relaxation to other singlet levels from the IPL.

KEY WORDS: s-triazine, IPL, fluorescence, K Scrambling.

1. INTRODUCTION

Yields and decays.of fluorescence emitted from the initially prepared vibronic level
(IPL) of 6 or 62 irSx ofs-triazine vapor were carefully examined both in the bulk gas
and in a supersonic jet.’ The fluorescence quantum yields at low pressures were
shown to exhibit a remarkable variation along the rotational contour with a sharp
peak near the band origin, The lifetimes of the slow component offluorescence were
also shown to vary remarkably along the rotational contour with a minimum near the
origin, t’2 The observed rotational level dependence of the yields and decays of the
fluorescence was attributed to a difference of the number of the triplet levels coupled
to the singlet ro-vibronic level excited,’2 based on the singlet-triplet mixed state
rnodel.3,4

As reported preliminary in previous papers,5’6 however, s-triazine vapor exhibits a
broad emission besides the fluorescence emitted from the IPL. The broad emission is
considered to be emitted from singlet levels other than the IPL. For through
understanding of the intramolecular dynamics of s-triazine vapor following excita-
tion into S:, therefore, it will be necessary to examine the properties not only of the
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fluorescence emitted from the IPL but also of the broad emission for excitation into
the individual rotation-vibration levels.

In the present study, yields and decays of the broad emission besides the
fluorescence from the IPL have been examined at various pressures on excitation
into the individual vibronic levels belonging to $1 which lie below 62,000 cm- above
the $1 origin. In addition to the excited level dependence of the fluorescence
quantum yield, excited level dependence of the triplet formation yield has been also
examined, based on the measurements of the sensitized biacetyl phosphorescence
quantum yield. On the basis of these results, effects of molecular vibration and
rotation on intramolecular dynamics following excitation into S of s-triazine vapor
are discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

s-Triazine and biacetyl (Nakarai Chemicals) were purified by vacuum sublimation
and vacuum distillation, respectively. Commercially available sulfur hexafluoride
(SF6) was used without further purification as an inert foreign gas. The pressure of
s-triazine was determined by using a capacitance manometer (MKS Baratron type
170) or by.measuring the absorption intensity.

All the optical measurements were carried out at room temperature. Absorption
and emission-excitation spectra at low spectral resolution were measured with a
Cary 15 spectrophotometer and an emission spectrophotometer,7 respectively.
Absorption and emission-excitation spectra at high spectral resolution, emission
spectra and emission decays were measured with a laser spectrophotometric system.8

The procedures for the latter measurements are essentially the same as those
reported in previous papers,x’9 and the emission dispersed by a monochromator
(Nikon G-250) was monitored. The frequency of a pulsed dye laser (Molectron
DL14) pumped by a nitrogen laser (UV22) was doubled by a KDP crystal. The
generated UV pulses, which were used for exciting the sample, have a linewidth of
--0.5 cm- and a duration of--3 ns. Emission measurements were made with a 3.5
cm cubic quartz cell, and absorption spectra were measured by the use of a cylindrical
cell with a diameter of 3 cm and a length of 10 cm or 30 cm.
The excitation spectra were corrected for the spectral intensity distribution of the

exciting light and for the inner filter effect by using a solution of rhodamine B. The
absolute quantum yield was determined by comparing the emission spectrum of
s-triazine vapor with that of quinine bisulfate in a 1 N sulfuric acid. 0 The correction
of the emission spectrum for the spectral sensitivity of the detection system was made
by using a solution of quinine bisulfate and/-naphthol.

Fluorescence decays were measured with a single-photon counting lifetime appar-
atus equipped with a time-to-amplitude converter, by using the laser system men-
tioned above.8 Excitation position is the peak of the rotational contour of the
individual vibronic absorption bands, unless otherwise noted. For the measurements
of the emission decays of the fast component, a picosecond laser system was used as
an excitation light source, which is composed of a synchronously pumped, cavity-
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dumped dye laser (Spectra Physics 375 and 344S) and a mode-locked argon-ion laser
(Spectra Physics 171-18). 12 Frequency-doubled UV pulses with a linewidth of 5
cm-1 and a duration of 6 ps (fwhm) were generated through a KDP crystal with a
repetition rate of 800 kHz.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Absorption and Fluorescence Spectra

Absorption spectrum of s-triazine vapor in the region from 320 nm to 230 nm is
shown in Figure 1. The sharp bands observed in the longer-wavelength region were
assigned to the So--, $1 vibronic bands. 13"x5 Note that $1 was assigned to the
XE"(n at’) state. 13-15 Figure 2 shows the rotational contour of the individual vibronic
absorption bands. As is immediately known in Figure 2, lower vibronic bands exhibit
a parallel-type rotational contour characterized by a strong Q-branch. 14 Higher
vibronic bands are also known to exhibit a parallel-type rotational contour, but the
contour becomes complex and broader with shortening the excitation wavelength.
The increase of the absorption bandwidth suggests that the rate of some intramolecu-
lar dynamics which occurs from the IPL becomes faster with increasing the excess
vibrational energy above the S origin (AE).

Figure 3 shows emission spectra of s-triazine vapor on excitation at the Q-branch
peak of representative vibronic bands belonging to the So S transition. For
excitation into lower vibronic levels of 6 and 62, emission spectra with a sharp

2/.,0 260 280 300 320

WAVELENGTH (nm)
Figure Absorption spectrum of s-triazine vapor at room temperature obtained with a spectral
resolution of 0.1 nm.
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WAVENUMBER (cm-Figure 2 Rotational contour of the individual vibronic absorption bands belonging to the S0 $1
transition of 2s-triazine vapor obtained with a spectral resolution of 0.5 cm-1. In each spectrum, the base
line is indicated by 0.

structure are observed. As AE increases, however, the intensity of a broad emission
with a maximum at around 400 nm relative to the intensity of the sharp emission
bands abruptly increases, and no sharp band appears on excitation at wavelengths
below 300 rim. As mentioned previously, the sharp emission can be assigned to the
fluorescence emitted from the IPL and the broad emission is considered to originate
from the vibronic level(s), denoted by U, to which a non-radiative transition occurs
from the IPL. Hereafter, these emissions are called as IPL fluorescence and broad
fluorescence, respectively, and the nonradiative transition from the IPL to U is called
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Figure 3 Emission spectra ofs-triazine vapor at 4.5 Torr on excitation at various So $1 vibronic bands.
These spectra are uncorrected for the spectral sensitivity of the detection system. Excitation positions
(a)--(f), which correspond respectively to the peaks a-f in Figure 1, are shown by .arrows.

as IVR. The abrupt increase of the intensity of the broad fluorescence relative to the
IPL fluorescence suggests that IVR rate abruptly increases with increase of AE. The
fluorescence polarization measurements indicates that the broad fluorescence
appears even for excitation into the lower vibronic level of 6x, as reported in a

x6previous paper.
Pressure dependence of the emission spectra has been examined. As the pressure

increases, the intensity of the broad fluorescence relative to the IPL fluorescence
slightly increases for any excitation.
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3.2. Fluorescence Excitation Spectra and Fluorescence Quantum Yields

Emission excitation spectra of s-triazine vapor in the So ---> $1 absorption region
were obtained at various pressures with an excitation bandwidth of 0.3 nm. These
spectra are shown in Figure 4. The corresponding absorption spectrum in the same
region is also shown in Figure 4. At low pressures below one Torr, the emission of

>, (c)

’ l(d) ,,
>-+.. | o.9 o, _+wW, ^

2/0 260 280 300 320

WAVELENGTH (nm)

Figure 4 Emission cxci[ation spectra of s-triazinc vapor at various pressures: (a) 0.1 Tort; (5) 0.3 Tort;
(c) 0.9 Torr; (d) 0.9 Torr in the presence of 100 Torr of SF6: (e) 0.9 Torr in the presence of 3 Torr of
biacetyl and 100 Torr of SF6. The spectra in (a)-(d) and in (e) were obtained by monitoring the total
emission and the sensitized biacetyl phosphorescence, respectively. These spectra are uncorrected for the
spectral intensity distribution of the exciting light. The corresponding absorption spectrum is also shown
in (f).
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s-triazine is dominated by the fluorescence, and the spectra shown in Figures
4(a)-(c), which were obtained by monitoring the total emission at 0.1, 0.36 and 0.9
Torr respectively, correspond to the fluorescence excitation spectra. As the pressure
is reduced, the shorter-wavelength bands become weak in comparison with the
longer-wavelength ones, as is seen in Figure 4. At high pressures above several Torr,
phosphorescence of s-triazine vapor with a lifetime of 7.1 s is observed besides the
fluorescence.7 Accordingly, the spectrum shown in Figure 4(d), which was obtained
at 0.9 Torr in the presence of 100 Torr of added SF6, is regarded as the fluorescence
excitation spectrum superimposed by the phosphorescence excitation spectrum. The
intensity of the phosphorescence relative to the total emission intensity is 0.32 at 100
Torr on excitation at 286.5 nm, as is known from the emission decay shown in Figure
2 of Ref. 17. Then, the phosphorescence intensities at other excitation positions were
evaluated by employing the sensitized biacetyl phosphorescence excitation spectrum
shown in Figure 4(e) instead of the phosphorescence excitation spectrum. The
phosphorescence intensity thus obtained was subtracted from the total emission
intensity to evaluate the fluorescence intensity at various excitation positions. These
fluorescence intensities were converted to the absolute fluorescence quantum yield
with a procedure mentioned in the experimental section.
The pressure dependence of the fluorescence quantum yield in the So S

absorption region is shown in Figure 5. As the pressure increases, the yield decreases
at any excitation position, but the yield is not affected by a change in pressure above
100 Torr. The pressure dependence of the fluorescence quantum yield suggests that
s-triazine belongs to the intermediate case molecule which exhibits fluorescence
composed of fast and slowly decaying portions and that only the slow component is
well quenched by a collision, as in the case of pyrazinem and pyrimidine, x9,-

The fluorescence quantum yield v(p) as a function of p can then be written as

r(p) + (i)

where 1 and 2 refer to the fast and slow components, respectively. The values of
r(p) at p 100 Torr are regarded as equal to the e values. The values ofe
thus obtained are shown in Table 1. As mentioned above, the fluorescence emission
consists of the IPL fluorescence and the broad fluorescence. Thus, e and ez(p)
are represented as follows:

,IPL q. rrbroadtDF "*’F "*’F (2)

(F(P) wF"I"IPL (p) + (1)rzoad (p) (3)

where IPL and broad referto the IPL and broad fluorescence emissions,
respectively. As is seen in Table 1, varies on AE, but it may be assumed that, for

IPL broada particular value of AE, both F, ande are approximately constant within the
pressure range studied. Then, the F2A(p) values can be determined by subtracting
the e(p) at p 100 Torr from :(p).
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Figure 5 Excitation wavelength dependence of the fluorescence quantum yields of s-triazine vapor at
different pressures: (e) 0.1 Torr; (x) 0.24 Torr; (A) 0.56 Tort; (O) 0.84 Tort.

The Stern-Volmer relation associated with the self-quenching of the fluorescence
of s-triazine vapor is assumed to be expressed in the form

,t,-(o) ,(o) ,t,, 1 + (ke) (z:(O)) p (4)
r:(P) (P) -,r,

where (k) is the average bimolecular rate constant for collisional quenching of the
excited molecule and (zF(0)) is the average lifetime ofthe slow component atp 0.
In Eq. (4), the average values of kc and zr(0) are employed since the total emission
which involves the IPL fluorescence and the broad fluorescence was monitored to
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obtain I,r:(p). The reciprocal of the fluorescence intensity divided by a sample
pressure, which corresponds to the reciprocal yield, is plotted in Figure 6 as a
function of pressure. The Stern-Volmer plots for excitation into different vibronic
levels are known to give straight lines. By the use both of the slope and of the
intercept of these plots, (kc)(z:(0)) and :(p) under collision-free conditions,

r:(0), were determined at representative excitation positions.

o--- 317 nm--- 306.+--- 301.6

o olz
PRESSURE Torr

Figure 6 Plots of the reciprocal of the intensity of the slow fluorescence divided by the sample pressure
against pressure for different excitation positions: (O) 317 rim: (A) 306.4 nm; (+) 301.6 nm; (e) 275 nm.

The excitation wavelength dependence of (I)F, and :(0) is shown in Figure 7.
:(0) is known to decrease With increase of AE. It should be emphasized in

particular that the 6 band at 317 nm exhibits a markedly high value of r:(0). ,
slightly varies in the excitation-wavelength region above 280 nm, whereas r,
abruptly decreases with shortening excitation wavelength below 280 nm. Note that
the present values of were obtained with an excitation bandwidth of 0.3 nm and
that the results are almost the same as with the previous ones obtained with an

6excitation bandwidth of 0.7 nm.
The quantum yields both of the IPL fluorescence and of the fluorescence at 400 nm

obtained across the rotational contour are shown in Figures 8 and 9 for the 6 and 6
bands, respectively. These spectra were obtained for a mixture of 0.2 Torr of
s-triazine and 0.1 Torr of biacetyl. As reported in the previous paper, rL(p)
varies greatly across the rotational contour (see Figures 8[a] and 9[a]). On the other
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WAVELENGTH (nm)
Figure 7 Excitation wavelength dependence of (1)r2(0) (O), (1), (s) and (1), (A). The values of (I)r are
multiplied by twenty, and (1)t, for 317 nm excitation is normalized to unity.

hand, (I)r2ad is considered to be nearly independent of the rotational level excited, as
suggested from less pronounced variation of the yield of the 400-nm emission (see
Figures 8(b) and 9(b)). Figure 10 shows the quantum yield of the 400-nm emission
across the rotational contour of the 612 vibronic band at 306.4 nm. The yield is
nearly constant across the rotational contour. The fluorescence following excitation
into 612 is dominated by the broad fluorescence, as is seen in Figure 3(d).
Eventually, oaa (p) is confirmed to be independent of the rotational level
excited. At high pressures, the quantum yields of the IPL fluorescence and the
fluoresce.nce at 400 nm are almost fiat across the rotational contour of these bands,
indicating that both ,r,broad,,.x are independent of the rotational level excited.
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Figure 8 Spectra for the 66 band of s-triazine at 0.2 Torr in the presence of 0.1 Torr of biacetyl. (a)
Excitation spectrum monitored through the IPL fluorescence at 340 nm (- -) and the yield spectrum (m).
(b) Excitation spectrum monitored through the fluorescence at 400 nm (- -) and the yield spectrum (--).
(c) Excitation spectrum monitored through the sensitized biacetyl phosphorescence at 510 nm (- -) and
the yield spectrum (--). In all cases absorption spectrum at 5.7 Tort.

3.3. Fluorescence Decays and Lifetimes
Decays of the IPL fluorescence and the 400-nm emission are shown in Figures 11,

12 and 13 for excitation at the 6, 6 and 612 bands, respectively. As reported in the
previous paper, the IPL fluorescence from 6 or 62 exhibits a biexponential decay
composed of fast and slowly decaying portions (see Figures ll[a] and 12[a]). The
same is true for the IPL fluorescence on excitation at the 60120 band, as is seen in
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(c)

WAVENUMBER (crn- )

Filre 9 Spectra for the 6 band of s-triazine vapor obtained with the same sample as in Figure 8. (a)
Excitation spectrum monitored through the IPL fluorescence at 330 nm (- -) and the yield spectrum (u).
(b) Excitation spectrum monitored through the fluorescence at 400 nm (- -) and the yield spectrum (u).
(c) Excitation spectrum monitored through the sensitized biacetyl phosphorescence (- -) and the yield
spectrum (--). In all cases absorption spectrum at 5.7 Torr.

Figure 13(a). It is known from Figures 11(b), 12(b) and 13(b) that the broad
fluorescence also involves fast and slow components which are analogous to the fast
and slow components of the IPL fluorescence. In each of the IPL and broad
fluorescence emissions, the fast and slow components will be denoted by component
I and component II, respectively. The lifetime of the component I is very short, and
will be described later. The lifetime values of the component II (x[p]) of the IPL
fluorescence and the broad fluorescence are regarded as the same within the
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Figure ll Fluorescence decays for s-triazine following excitation at the 66 band, obtained by monitoring
the IPL fluorescence at 340 nm at 0.05 Torr (a) and 0.7 Torr (c) and obtained by monitoring the emission at
400 nm at 0.05 Torr (b) and 0.7 Torr (d). The lifetime values evaluated from the slope of the straight line
are shown in the figure.

Figure 10 Absorption spectrum (bottom), fluorescence excitation spectrum (middle) and quantum yield
spectrum (top) along the rotational contour of the 66126 band. Fluorescence was monitored at 400 nm for
the sample of 0.1 Torr. Absorption spectrum is at 5.7 Torr.
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Fixture 12 Fluorescence decays for s-triazine following excitation at the 6 band; (a) obtained by
monitoring the IPL fluorescence at 330 nm at 0.05 Torr; (b) and (c) obtained by monitoring the emission at
400 nm at 0.05 Torr; (d) obtained by monitoring the emission at 400 nm at 0.9 Torr. Decays in (a) and (b)
were obtained with a time resolution twice as high as in (c) and (d). The lifetime values evaluated from the
slope of the straight line are shown in the figure.
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Filre 13 Fluorescence decays for s-triazine following excitation at the 612 band: (a) obtained by
monitoring the IPL fluorescence at 319.8 nm at 0.05 Torr; (b) and (c) obtained by monitoring the broad
fluorescence at 400 nm at 0.05 Torr and 0.9 Torr, respectively. The lifetime values evaluated from the
slope of the straight line are shown in the figure.
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experimental error, and the values at 0.05 Torr are evaluated to be 108,115 and 120
ns at 6, 6 and 612a, respectively. In contrast with the IPL fluorescence, the broad
fluorescence involves another slow component, denoted by component III, whose
lifetime (:m(P)) is longer thgn that of component II at the same pressure. The
pressure dependence of :m(P) is different from the one of :(p). It should be noted
that the component III is very weak on the 6ao excitation, as is seen in Figures 11(b)
and 11(d). On excitation at wavelengths below 300 nrn, the IPL fluorescence could
not be observed, but the shape of the decay of 400 nm emission is similar to the
corresponding one on 306.4 nm excitation in the sense that components I-III exist at
low pressures.

Plots of the reciprocal lifetimes of components II and III of the broad fluorescence
against pressure are shown in Figure 14. Note that :x(p) of the IPL fluorescence is
essentially the same as the one of component II of the broad fluorescence at the same
excitation positions at the samep. In order to analyze the exl:/erimental results shown
in Figure 14, we assume the following equations of the Stern-Volmer type"

1/r(p)-- 1/:n(0) + kp (5)

1/Vxxx(p) 1/qxx(0) + kXnp (6)

where k, k are rate constants, for components II and III respectively, related to
collision. On excitation at wavelengths above 300 nm, plots of vn(p) and vin(p)

4
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A 295.6
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/ /
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Figure 14 Plots of the reciprocal lifetimes of component II (left) and component III (right) of the broad
fluorescence against pressure for different excitation wavelengths: (O) 312 nm; (e) 306.5 nm; (A) 295.6
nm; (m) 286.5 nm.
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againstp give a nearly straight line in the whole pressure region. Thus, Eqns (5) and
(6) can be reasonably applied. At excitation wavelengths below 300 nm, plots of
tit(p) vs. p also give a nearly straight line in the whole pressure region. Plots of
riit(p) vs. p give a straight line at pressures above 0.5 Torr, but r[1(p) is nearly
independent of pressure below 0.5 Torr, as is seen in Figure 14. The values of k and
k are shown in Figure 15 as a function of excitation wavelength, together with the
values of (k)(rF:(0)). The values of ri(p) and ri(p) under collision-free condi-
tions, r(0) and rm(0) respectively, are also shown in Table 1. As is seen in Table 1,
kc is larger than the hard sphere collision rate constant (khan= 1 107 s-Torr-t) by
several times for excitation wavelengths above 300 rim, whereas kI is nearly equal to

kh for excitation wavelengths below 300 rim. As is seen in Figure 15, kt steeply
decreases with increase of AE, but becomes flat at excitation wavelengths below 300

o---

o

o-,O

.]

280 300 320

WAVELENGTH (nm

Figure 15 Plots of/de, ] and (kc)(rF(0)) against excitation wavelength.
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nm. It is also found that ku is nearly equal to khc for any excitation position. As is
seen in Figure 15, (kc) (:(0)) shows an excitation wavelength dependence similar
to that of kc.

Emission decays of the fast component of s-triazine vapor were measured by
monitoring the total emission with a sample of s-triazine (5.7 Torr) plus SF6 (100
Torr). Figure 16 shows the curves of the fluorescence decay and the excitation pulse
at two different excitation positions, together with the simulated curves. The

Ex.
27.0 nm

Ca)

---7-,-::- ....;. . ?..
0 1.0

Ex.
317 nm

(b)

0 0.5 1.0 1,5

TIME (ns)

Fibre la Dotted lines show the fluorescence decay for s-tazine vapor of 5.7 Torr in the presence of
SF6 of 100 Torr following excitation at 270 nm (a) and 317 nm (b). Simulated cues shown by the solid
lines were obtained by convoluting the excitation pulse shape shown by the broken lines.
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simulated curves were obtained by convoluting the profile of the excitation pulse
with a single exponential decay constant and found to fit well the observed decay
curves at every excitation position. It is emphasized that the slow fluorescence is
almost completely quenched at -100 Torr and that the observed decays correspond
to component I. The evaluated lifetimes (i) are shown in Table 1. It is seen from
Table I that I decreases monotonically with increase of AE.
Fluorescence decay of s-triazine vapor in the bulk gas was also measured by Nott

and Selinger2 for excitation into four single vibronic levels of S. They reported a
non-exponential decay, in agreement with the present work, but the presence of
components I, II and III was not referred. The presence of the broad fluorescence
besides the IPL fluorescence was not referred either. The measurements of the
fluorescence lifetime in a free jet expansion were carded out by Heaven et al. 22 for
excitation into selected vibronic levels ofS. Their lifetimes ranging from 50 to 100 ns
seem to correspond to rii(0) of the present experiments, though the total emission
was monitored.

3.4. Sensitized Biacetyl Phosphorescence Quantum Yield

The excitation spectrum shown in Figure 4(e) was obtained by monitoring the
sensitized biacetyl phosphorescence at 510 nm with a sample of mixtures ofs-triazine
(0.9 Torr), biacetyl (3 Torr) and SF6 (100 Torr). The phosphorescence quantum
yield, t,, is plotted in Figure 7 as a function of excitation wavelength. These yields
were obtained by comparing the excitation spectrum shown in Figure 4(e) with the
absorption spectrum. *t, at high pressures is related to the triplet formation yield, as
will be mentioned later. As is seen in Figure 7, p slightly decreases with increase of
AE in the wavelength region above 280 nm. At wavelengths below 280 nm, however,
t, steeply decrease with increase of AE, indicating that a new channel of fast
nonradiative process(es) other than intersystem crossing (ISC) opens at around 280
rim.

Rotational level dependence of, was also examined both at a low pressure of 0.3
Torr and at a high pressure of---100 Torr. The results at low pressure are shown in
Figures 8(c) and 9(c) for the 6 and 6 bands, respectively. These .p spectra were
obtained with the sample of mixture of s-triazine (0.2 Torr) and biacetyl (0.1 Torr).
Note that the yield spectra of the IPL fluorescence shown in Figures 8(a) and 9(a)
were obtained with the same sample as the spectra shown in Figures 8(c) and 9(c)
were obtained. As is seen in Figures 8(c) and 9(c), ,p is nearly independent of the
rotational level excited, in contrast with the yield of the IPL fluorescence. At 100
Torr, *t, is also nearly flat along the rotational contour for every band.

4. DISCUSSION

The fluorescence of s-triazine vapor involves both the IPL fluorescence and the
broad fluorescence. Each of the two types of fluorescence gives fast and slow
components, I and II. The broad fluorescence gives another slow component, III,
characterized by a less tendency to undergo collisional quenching. Thus, the present
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results are very similar to the results for pyrimidine vapor obtained for excitation into
S vibronic levels with AE > 1000 cm-1.23 In pyrimidine, the emitting levels of the
broad fluorescence have been assigned to $1 vibronic levels which are isoenergetic to
the IPL, that is, the broad fluorescence is attributed to the intramolecular vibrational
redistribution within theS manifold following excitation into the IPL.23’24 As will be
mentioned later, the assignment of the emitting levels of the broad fluorescence, U,
in s-triazine vapor is different from the one in pyrimidine. However, the emission
characteristics are very similar to each other. Then, the present results for s-triazine
vapor seem to be interpreted with the kinetic scheme shown in Figure 17, which is
essentially the same as employed for pyrimidine vapor.23 Here, solid and wavy
arrows represent radiative (R) and nonradiative (NR) processes, respectively. S
represents the IPL. Ta stands for the triplet levels coupled directly to S, and Tb
stands for the triplet levels other than Ta that are quasidegenerate with S and U. It is
assumed that the number of Ta is much smaller than the total number of the triplet
levels, T( Ta + Tb), isoenergetic to S and U, based on ro-vibronic selectivity on
interaction between singlet and triplet levels.2 With thig scheme, quantum yields
and time dependent intensities of fluorescence can be expressed in the three extreme
cases.23

U

Figure 17 Kinetic schemes and various rate constants (k) for s-triazine. R and NR refer to radiative and
nonradiative processes, respectively. See text for other symbols.

Case (1). This corresponds to the experiments under high pressure conditions. At
high pressures, the collision-induced vibrational relaxation in the triplet state is to be
very fast. Then, T ---> S and T(T and Tb) U are neglected in the scheme shown in
Figure 17. As a result, only the fast component of fluorescent occurs. Under these
conditions, time-dependent intensities of the IPL fluorescence (I-PL) and the broad
fluorescence (I-ra), fluorescence quantum yields of the fast component and triplet
ormation yield (r) are given as follows:

IvL : exp (-ksO (7)



where
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Ia {-exp (-kst) + exp (-kt)} (8)

I)IPL ks/ks (9)

(broad Rkkv sv/kvks (10)

1 ( ksukur.) (11)dT ksra + ku

ks k + kR +ksra + ksu )
ku kvR + krR + kur

(12)

Case (2). This corresponds to the experiments at low pressures on excitation into $1
levels with small AE. It is assumed that ksU is much smaller than ksra, and the
processes U T are neglected. Then, decays and quantum yields of the fluore-
scence are given as follows:

iPL : { (ks-,2 . ksexp (-.xt)+ (’Zl ".2 ) exp (-;2t) } (13)

iroaa { (ks- Z2)ksu- krvksr
exp (-.t)

ksu(krA kv) + kTaUkSTa+ exp (-kut)
(ku- ,1) (ku- /,2)

+ (Z (Zx- ks)ksv_I2 (kv

+ krauksTa-",2)
exp (-’,,2t)) (14)

Rks kraq}l,L (15)
kskr- Ksr.kr.s

Rk
.,o,d kv( r,vksr, + ksvkra)

kkskra- kr,sksra)
(16)

kSTakTaT (17)
kskra ksraKTas
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,,1.2 1/2 {(ks+kr,) + N/(ks-kTa)2+4kTasksTa}
ks= ksR + k + ksr + ksv
kv k + kNv
kr, kr, + krR kras kr,v

(18)

Here, krav, kla and kR, which are not explicitly expressed in the scheme shown in
Figure 17, are the rate constant of reverse ISC from Ta to U, radiative and
nonradiative rate constants in Ta, respectively.

Case (3). This corresponds to the experiments at low pressures on excitation into $1
levels with large AE. It is assumed that ksra << ksv, and the interaction between S
and Ta is neglected. Then, the fluorescence is considered to be dominated by the
broad fluorescence.
According to the kinetic scheme, yield and decay of the broad fluorescence are

given by

I/rad { (kT- ks) exp (-kt)
(kT "1) (’ (ks)

exp (-yt)

(gr- y2)(ks
+ exp (-y2t)) (19)

(- r:)

where

(I)rad (20)
ks(ktekr- krvkvr)

r,2 1/2 { (v + r)+ x/(’V ’r)2 + 4kurkrv }
ks kr + kR + ksv
kr= k + kR+ krv
kv k + kR + kvr

(21)

lterpretation of the Emission Properties

According to Eq. (7), the fast component of the IPL fluorescent exhibits an
exponential decay due to exp (-kst). Equation (8) indicates that the fast component
of the broad fluorescence also shows an exponential decay due to exp (+kvt),
preceded by a rise due to -exp (-kst). In fact, an exponential decay is observed for
the fast component of fluorescence at any excitation position, as is seen in Figure 16.
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As will be mentioned later, the rate of IVR is very fast. As a result, the rise of the fast
fluorescence could not be observed even when the emission is dominated by the
broad fluorescence.

In the present study, the total emission was monitored to obtain the decay profile
of the fast fluorescence. e was also obtained by monitoring the total emission.
Accordingly, an apparent radiative decay constant, kR, may be defined by the use of, and ri.

k O,/r (22)
The values o k at the different excitation wavelengths are shown in Table 1. When
the IPL fluorescence is dominant, v, corresponds to "*’v,a’n>l" and kt is approximately
equal to When the broad fluorescence is dominant #,, corresponds to
and kg is considered to be nearly equal to k. When the intensities of the IPL
fluorescence and the broad fluorescence are close to each other, the simple treatment
based on Eq. (22) is no longer proper, but the kr values evaluated with Eq. (22) may
be considered to lie between ksrt and kt. Thus, krt is reasonably regarded as the
average radiative rate constant at the emitting levels of the total fluorescence. 6

In Case (2), the IPL fluorescence gives fast and slow components, I and II, with
lifetimes 1/.1 and 1/2, respectively, as is seen in Eq. (13). By assuming that
> kte > .2 in Eq. (14), the broad fluorescence is known to give a biexponential decay
preceded by a rise. kcr and ,2 in Eq. (14) give the reciprocal lifetimes of components I
and II of the broad fluorescence, respectively. Thus, the lifetime of the component II
of the broad fluorescence is regarded as the same as the component II of the IPL
fluorescence.
The fluorescence properties at low pressure on excitation into 6 seem to corre-

spond to Case (2). Both the IPL fluorescence and the broad fluorescence exhibit a
biexponential decay with components I and II. The lifetimes of the component II are
the same for both emissions, in agreement with Eqs. (13) and (14).

In Case (3), the broad fluorescence is characterized by a rise due to -exp (-kt), a
fast decay due to exp (-ylt) and a slow decay due to exp (-y2t), as is seen in Eq.
(19). Note that t’ > )2. On excitation at wavelengths below 300 nm, only the broad
fluorescence is observed. Further, the broad fluorescence exhibits both the fast and
slow components, as expected in Case (3). In contrast with the results derived from
Eq. (19), however, the slowly decaying portion of the broad fluorescence involves
components II and III whose self-quenching rates are different from each other.

In the present treatment of Case (3), it is assumed that all the levels of U to which
IVR occurs from the IPL are coupled to the triplet levels in the same manner.
Actually, each of the U levels may be coupled to the triplet levels in each manner
even when U is prepared under the collision-free conditions. For example, some U
-levels may be coupled to Ta, and the U levels remaining may be coupled to other
triplet levels, i.e., Tb. In such a case, two slow components whose lifetimes are
different from each other would appear. Thus, the presence of the multicomponents
in the slowly decaying portion of the broad fluorescence suggests that U levels are
coupled to the triplet levels in the different manners from each other.
For excitation at the bands at 312, 309.8, 308.4 and 306.4 nm, both the IPL
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fluorescence and the broad fluorescence are observed, and the former emission
exhibits a biexponential decay composed of components I and II, in agreement with
Eq. (13). The broad fluorescence exhibits component II whose lifetime is essentially
the same as component II of the IPL fluorescence besides the fast component I, in
agreement with Eq. (14). Further, the broad fluorescence involves the slow
component III. The component II of the broad fluorescence for these excitations is
reasonably attributed to the reverse ISC from Ta to U, whereas the componerit III
may be attributed to the reverse ISC to U from the triplet levels other than Ta, i.e.,
Tb. Thus, the fluorescence properties at low pressures on these excitations can be
classified as the intermediate between Case (21) and Case (3). In fact, S levels
reached by these excitations have moderate AE.
According to the quantum mechanical treatment, the reciprocal lifetime of the

slow component of the IPL fluorescence under collision-free conditions is roughly
given by1’3’4’20

= (rr + (23)

where/7" and Fs represent at zero pressure the total energy widths of the triplet state
and S respectively, and N gives the number of the triplet levels coupled to S.
Similarly, the reciprocal lifetime of the slow component of the broad fluorescence
may be given by Eq. (23) with F/M instead of Fs/N. Here, Ft; and M represent the
total energy width of U and the number of the triplet levels coupled to U,
respectively. The value of :(0) is much smaller than the value of :n(0) on each
excitation, as is seen in Table 1. Accordingly, component II is attributed to the
S-Ta-Umixed levels, whereas component III is attributed to the U-Tb mixed levels.
It should be again emphasized that the number of Tb is much larger than that of Ta.
In the extreme case that N (or M) o, the lifetime of the slow fluorescence is equal
to the lifetime of the pure triplet state, as is known in Eq. (23). Accordingly, :(0) is
considered to be very close to the lifetime of the pure triplet state which is
isoenergetic to the IPL under collision-free conditions.
The maximum value of qr at high pressure was reported by Knight and Parmen-

ter5 to be 0.6. By employing the p values shown in Table 1, therefore, values ofr
at high pressure are given by

r 0.6p (24)

Note that the maximum of p, obtained for 317 nm excitation, is normalized to unity
in Table 1. When ksr >> ks: in Case (1), the rate constant of ISC which occurs from
the IPL, ksc (= ksr,), is given, based on Eqs. (7) and (11), by

ksc r/: (25)
When ksu >> ksra in Case (1), the rate constant of ISC following IVR, ksc ( kvr),
is also given by Eq. (25), based on Eqs. (8) and (11). Even when ksr, is close to ksv,
the rate constant of ISC from the singlet state to the triplet state is also given by Eq.
(25) by assuming thai ksra = kur and that ku + sv ks in Eq. (11). According to
Eq. (25), ksc values were evaluated for various excitation positions. The results are
shown in Table 1.
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According to Eqs. (7), (8) and (12), the difference between the reciprocal lifetime
of the fast component and kisc obtained just above gives the rate constant, denoted
by k, of nonradiative process(es) other than ISC or IVR which occurs from the
singlet state. When ksr >> kst, krqR corresponds to kqR, whereas kNR corresponds
to kffR when ksv >> ksra. The values of krqR evaluated on each excitation are also
shown in Table 1.

Vibrational Level Dependence of Intramolecular Dynamics

Let’s first discuss the excited vibronic level dependence of IVR. The intensity ratio
of the IPL fluorescence to the broad fluorescence abruptly increases with increase of
AE, as is seen in Figure 3. At high pressures, this ratio gives ktdksU by assuming that
ksrt k, as is seen in Eqs. (9) and (10). Further, k is considered to be very close to
1/r at any excitation position. For excitation into 61, the IPL fluorescence is
dominant, and r was determined to be 310 ps (see Table 1). Therefore, the rate
constant of IVR, Kst, at 6 is regarded as much smaller than 3.2 109 s -1. For
excitation into 62, the IPL fluorescence is comparable in intensity to the broad
fluorescence, and r was determined to be 280 ps. As a result, ks at 62 is roughly
estimated to be 3.6 109 s-. On excitation at 309.8 or 306.4 nm, the intensity of the
IPL fluorescence is roughly estimated to be several % of the intensity of the broad
fluorescence, and rx was determined to be about 250 ps (see Table 1). Then ks for
these excitations is considered to be ---1 10 s-. For excitation at wavelengths
below 300 nm, the IPL fluorescence is not observed. Then, kst is considered to be
larger than 10 s-x for these excitations. Thus, present results indicate that the IVR
rate abruptly increases with increase of zE. Pallix and Colson26 reported that IVR
occurs in << 5 ps for 306.4 nm excitation, based on the time-reolved photoelectron
studies, in fair agreement with our preserit results.
As seen in Table 1, krt increases monotonically with increase of AE. As reported in

the previous paper,6 therefore, it is conceivable that the emitting levels of the broad
fluorescence, U, are not vibronic levels belonging solely to S, but are mixed levels
which are composed not only of vibrational levels belonging to S but also of the ones
belonging to another electronic state, probably Az(n:r*) state.
As is seen in Table 1, the rate constant of ISC, ksc, monotonically increases with

increasing AE in the whole excitation wavelength region. It is also seen in Table 1
that the rate constant of nonradiative process(es) other than ISC or IVR from the
singlet state, krqx, gradually increases with increase of AE in the region above 280 nm
and that/d"qa steeply increases with increase of zE in the region below 280 nm. The
latter process(es) may be assigned to the internal conversion from the excited singlet
state to the ground state and/or photochemical processes. The sudden increase of
/yrt at around 280 nm implies that a new channel for the nonradiative process(es)
opens at S levels with AE of---5000 cm-t.
As mentioned previously, the value of r(0) is considered to be very close to the

lifetimes of the triplet state near ,the IPL under collision-free conditions. Accord-
ingly, a monotonic decrease of r(0) with increase of zE suggests that the lifetime of
the triplet state monotonically decreases with increase of AE.
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:(0) monotonically decreases with increase of AE, except for excitation into 6a,
WLas is seen in Figure 4. According to the quantum mechanical treatment, : (0) is

related to N, i.e. the larger N becomes the smaller PL: (0) becomes. Similarly,
-a(0) may be related to M. Accordingly, present results indicate that the

effective number of the triplet levels coupled to the singlet level increases monotoni-
cally with increase of AE. These conclusions are well understood by considering the
monotonic increase of the triplet level density with increase of AE. However, 2(0)
at 6 is extraordinarily large in comparison with other values of 2(0), indicating
that the effective number of the triplet levels suddenly increase on going from 6 to
62. As suggested from the presence of component III of the slow fluorescence on
excitation into 62 and other higher vibronic levels, M is regarded as much larger than
N. Therefore, the sudden decrease of :(0) on going from 6 to 62 is related to the
IVR since the intensity of the broad fluorescence is comparable to or larger than the
intensity of the IPL fluorescence for excitation into 62 and other higher vibronic
levels. Recall that the total emission which involves both the IPL fluorescence and
the broad fluorescence was mohitored to obtain :(0).

Rotational Level Dependence of lntramolecular Dynamics

At first, excited rotational level dependence of each of the rate constants shown in
Figure 17 is discussed, based on the rotational level dependence of the emission
quantum yields Hereafter, excited rotational level is denoted by ERL. a,U’L is
nearly independent of ERL, and the radiative rate constant is considered to be
independent of ERL. Based on Eq. (9), therefore, ks is known to be independent of
ERL. When ksr >> ksv in Case (1), ksr is given by rks accordingto Eq. (11).
Then, the results that p at high pressure is flat across the rotational contour of the 6
band indicate that ksr is independent of ERL. Note thatrat high pressure is given
by Eq. (24). When ksr << ksv, Ks of Eq. (12) is nearly equal to ksr + kR. Then,
kR is known to be independent of ERL since ks and ksr are independent of ERL.
When ksv << ksr mbroad and are given by k/kv and kku, respectively,F
according to Eqs (10) and (11) Accordingly, the results that both ,oaa and , at
high pressure are fiat across the rotational contour of the 612 band suggest that k,
kr and kR are independent of ERL. Note that kR is approximately given by
k kr. ks of Eq. (12) is approximately given by ks + kR + ksr, and ks at 62
is regarded as close to kR + ksra, as mentioned previously. Further, ko, kR and
ksr are independent of ERL Then the results that toaa is nearly flat across theF
rotational contour of the 6 band, combined with Eq. (10), suggest that ks is
independent of ERL.
IPL i.., PL at low pressure, varies greatly along the rotational contour.

Accordingly, krs is known to depend remarkably on ERL, based on Eq. (15). In
contrast with PL, oa is nearly independent of RL at any pressure. Accord-
ingly, kr is known to be independent of ERL, based on a comparison between Eqs.
(15) and (20). As far as only krs depends on ERL, a variation both of oaa of Eq.
(16) and ofr of Eq. (17) was shown in the previous pape to be small compared
with that ofL of Eq. (15). In ft, roaa and r at low pressure are nearly flat
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across the rotational contour both for the 6 and for the 6 bands. Thus, ERL
dependence of the emission quantum yields indicates in the kinetic scheme shown in
Figure 17 that kras markedly depends on ERL and that other rate constants are
independent of ERL.

It is mentioned about the collision-induced rotational relaxation (CIRR) within S
since CIRR may wipe out the rotational level dependence of the emission quantum
yield. When an inert gas, e.g., SF6 is employed as a collision partner, the rate
constant of CIRR is considered to be nearly equal to k,., though the rate constant of
CIRR in S may be larger than khc for ground-state s-triazine as a collision partner.
In the present experiments, SF6 was used for pressurizing the sample vapor. Then,
the product of the rate constant of CIRR and the pressure of SF6 is given by I x 109

s-x at 100 Torr which is the maximum pressure employed, by assuming that the rate
constant of CIRR is 1 x 107 s- Torr- for SF6 as a collision partner. Thus, the
CIRR rate is much slower than the dephasing decay rate in $1 even at 100 Torr. Note
that r is shorter than ---300 ps at any excited level, as is seen in Table 1. Accordingly,
CIRR within $1 is considered to be not so important in the present experiments.
According to the quantum mechanical treatment, a remarkable variation of

along the rotational contour comes from ERL dependence of N. In the previous
paper, it was suggested that N is proportional to 2J + 1 since K scrambling occurs in
ISC from the IPL to the triplet state (J and K are the rotational quantum numbers of
the total angular momentum excluding the nuclear spin and its projection on the top
axis, respectively).
When N is proportional to 2J + 1, it will be reasonable to consider that the

number of the triplet levels coupled to each of U levels is also proportional to 2J + 1.
Then, question arises: Why does a,broa,t show less ERL dependence in contrast with

I_PLg,.t. i.e., why iskindependent of ERL in contrast with k? According to our
polarization measurements, the broad fluorescence is nearly depolarized for any
excitation along the rotational contour of the 6 and bands, suggesting that
scrambling occurs for IVR ofs-triazine vapor. Through IVR from the IPL specified
by rotational quantum numbers (, K), therefore, not only U levels with and
but also U levels with J and K other than K are regarded as simultaneously
prepared. Then, each of U is considered to be coupled to the triplet levels whose
number is proportional to 2 / 1. Similarly, each of the triplet levels coupled to a U
level specified by <3, K) is considered to be coupled also to other U levels with J
and other than which are prepared through IVR. Then, the number of the
triplet levels coupled to U, M, relative to the total number of U prepared through
IVR are regarded as independent of IRL when K scrambling occurs in IVR.
Eventually, the fact that oroaa is independent of ERL suggests that K scrambling
occurs not only in I$C but also in IVR, in agreement with the fluorescence
polarization measurements.

Quenching Mechanism of Slow Fluorescence

Let’s first discuss the mechanism of the quenching of fluorescence in intermediate
case molecules. According to the kinetic model, the slow fluorescence components,
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II and III, are described by reversible conversion between the singlet and triplet
levels, as is seen in Figure 17. In terms of a quantum mechanical treatment of the
behavior of the intermediate case molecules, the components II and III are emitted
from mixed levels composed of singlet and triplet levels, as mentioned previously.
Obviously, collisional transfer from the singlet-triplet mixed levels to other pure
triplet levels results in fluorescence quenching. Even when collisional transfer occurs
from the singlet-triplet mixed levels to other mixed levels, fluorescence quenching
may occur when the singlet character of the initial mixed level is larger than the
other.
For excitation at wavelengths above 300 nm, both IPL fluorescence and broad

fluorescence are observed, and component II of the IPL fluorescence is quenched by
a collision in the same manner as the component II of the broad fluorescence.
However, there is a substantial difference in rate of collisional quenching between
components II and III of t.he broad fluorescence. The values of kcu are several times
as large as khan, whereas ku is nearly equal to khan. As mentioned previously,
component II of the IPL fluorescence and the component II of the broad fluore-
scence are regarded as emitted from the mixed levels composed of S, U and Ta. The
number of Ta is smaller than the total number of the triplet levels isoenergetic to S
and U. Hence a weak collision will be enough to transfer s-triazine molecules from
the S-Ta-Umixed levels either to pure triplet levels or to other mixed levels with less
singlet character, resulting in the fluorescence quenching. Then, the quenching of
component II of the broad fluorescence, as well as component II of the IPL
fluorescence, for excitation at wavelengths above 300 nm is related to the collision-
induced rotational relaxation.
At higher vibronic levels, the singlet ro-vibronic level density is so high that a hard

collision will be required to transfer the molecules from the single-triplet mixed
levels to pure triplet levels since any triplet levels may couple to some of the singlet
levels at these higher levels. This accounts for the observation that slow components,
II and III, have a collisional quenching constant as small as khsc, for excitation at
wavelengths below 300 nm. Then, the fluorescence quenching for these excitations is
related to the collision-induced vibrational relaxation.

Actually, the broad fluorescence exhibits components II and III on excitation at
wavelengths below 300 nm whose quenching rate constants are different from each
other. These two components are regarded as emitted from the m.ixed levels
composed of U and a part of the triplet state and from the mixed levels composed of
U and all the triplet levels isoenergetic to U, respectively. Collisional transfer from
the former mixed level to the latter may induce a fluorescence quenching since the
singlet character in the former may be larger than the other. However, such a
collisional transfer does not lead to an effective quenching since the collisional
transfer from U-T mixed levels to other U-T mixed levels is followed by the
fluorescence. The results that kcu and ku at excitation wavelengths below 300 nm are
as small as khsc and that kIc is a lttle larger than ku are understood by considering
such circumstances.
On excitation at wavelengths above 300 nm, component III of the broad fluore-

scence whose ku is as small as khc exists besides the component II whose kcu is much
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larger than khs. These results suggest that a part of U levels are coupled to all of the
triplet levels isoenergetic to the IPL even for these excitations, as mentioned
previously.

5. CONCLUSION

In addition to the IPL fluorescence, broad fluorescence is observed on excitation
into 6 and other higher vibronic levels of $1. Both emissions exhibit a decay
composed of fast and slowly decaying portions which is characteristic of the
intermediate case molecules. The intensity of the broad fluorescence relative to the
IPL fluorescence abruptly increases with increase of AE, indicating that the IVR rate
abruptly increases with increase of AE. The broad fluorescence is regarded as
emitted from the mixed levels composed of $1 vibronic levels and vibronic levels
belonging to other electronic state following IVR from the IPL. The lifetime of the
triplet state, the ISC rate, the rate of the nonradiative process(es) other than ISC or
IVR from the singlet state and the emission quantum yields markedly depend on the
vibrational level excited. ,’L markedly depends on the rotational level excited,
whereas other emission quantum yields are independent of the rotational level
excited, indicating that K scrambling occurs both in ISC and in IVR. At lower
vibronic levels ofS, a collision-induced rotational relaxation plays an important role
for the fluorescence quenching, whereas a collision-induced vibrational relaxation
plays an important role for the quenching of fluorescence following excitation into
higher vibronic levels of S.
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